
Senate meeting February 5, 2018 

ATTENDANCE: Kerry Openshaw, Sarah Tarutis, Derek Webb, Steve Carlson, Mike Murray, Keith Marek, 

Andrew Hafs, Tammy Worner, Brian Donovan, Pat Donnay, Dennis Lunt, Heidi Hansen, Francois Neville, 

Janice Haworth, Ryan Sayer, Katie Peterson, Rucha Ambukar, Sam Jones, Miriam Rivera-Hokanson, 

Tiffany Hommes, Jeanine McDermott, Nancy Hall, Bill Joyce, Veronica Veaux, Joann Fredrickson, Debra 

Sea, Tim Brockman, Jane Heuer, Christel Kippenhan, Miriam White, Travis Ricks, Tammy Bobrowsky, 

Derek Webb  

Meeting called to order 404pm 

DW- first item today is a bill that the student senate passed. We have the student president Eshfaq (Ash) 

Ullah here, and Kale Hennek, public relations chair of student senate. Here to field questions. 

JH- what was the impetus behind this bill? 

Ash - this came about because of student feedback, group of international students, different faith, who 

feel like whenever they have to ask for an excused absence from an instructor, they’re confused. Our 

intent was to have a formal procedure so students can ask and instructors can grant. 

Jeanine Mc- was there a formal survey for this 

Ash - no, it was our conversation with international organisation and different students at different 

events. We have a suggestion box, and we looked into it, and looked at other campuses there are a lot 

of other universities who do it. We believe putting this in place, would further help us promote the 

values of diversity and inclusivity at BSU. 

JM- was there any discussions that this would be applied to all students and not just internationals? 

Ash - it is for all students. It applies to every single student, if this was to be put in place we wanted 

faculty support because in other schools, they mandate the faculty to grant these absences, our bill 

suggests it’s up to the faculty’s discretion but t’s a formal platform to apply for these absence 

? Apply at the beginning of the semester? 

Ash - yes, we would hope to have a form on the BSU website, where students can apply, and they would 

put in which class and which instructor, and it would automatically go to that instructor. We don’t know 

which office it should go to, the university would decide what offices have a record, so that students 

don’t abuse the policy 

? Would this be used for conferences etc. for an excused absence? Sporting events? Is this intended to 

cover that? 

Ash - we did talk about other reasons for asking for student absences, and we could incorporate those, 

and we could have other forms on the website, but that’s up to the university.  

JH- I’m not going to speak for colleagues, and I’d rather have a dialogue with students, rather than it 

being routed through deans/offices- it’s going to feel like I’m being told to do something. I’d rather have 

a dialogue with me, and a student filling out a form and not talking and we aren’t learning about each 

other. I’d rather ask questions. 



Ash - I appreciate your intent, and would love to get that feedback from all faculty members. Sometimes 

students feel intimated to ask for these absences. This is so students know that there’s this option. We 

are promoting inclusivity, diversity. It might not be through a form, and that’s up for discussion. All we 

ask for, is having a policy in place to encourage faculty to grant these absences, not mandate but 

encourage. I know that students don’t always ask for things on time, and so if we have a policy in place, 

we might have at timeline by which students could fill out these forms, or let their instructor know  

about these absences and we are all on the same page. 

JM- I’m in agreement with JH. My concern is that someone will just say oh I sent the form in “. And the 

day before or after a big exam, and they’ll use that as an excuse. Part of the policy I hope would involve 

that contacted professor at/by a certain time. 

Ash - we’ve received a lot of questions from senate and other administrators, and we’ve worked on this 

for a few month now an we have made sure that we have all these checks and balance. 

We would be the first in the Minn state system, and we would be piloting it. Other campuses are excited 

to us 

JM- I would like to promote a checklist for the students to go through for this. I just know that I get 

emails saying that “I’ve emailed my professor three times and they haven’t responded” and those 3 

times are over the night 

TR_ I really like this, but one thing, if as a faculty member, I would like to physically see the form before 

all of a sudden the students are handing it to  

BD- my first question is “what is a religion”. I don’t see a definition. What about Rastafarian? 

Kale -are you asking for the purposes of the policy of the religions that are accepted? We want to come 

up with a list  

BD- I see big trouble there because inevitably you’re discriminating against some religions, and any 

students who identify as atheist.  

Ash - we would need to work with inclusivity committee to come up with a list. 

ER- I did read this, and it did look like you’ve done a lot of work on this, and I support it and I’d like to 

take it back to our dept. 

Ash - I know there might be a lot of question, and concerns our intent was to promote diversity and 

accommodate students from different faiths. We haven’t come up with a list of holidays, we are going 

to, if we receive support form faculty and administration. The work isn’t done yet, if this is passed, and 

we get your support, then we are going to work with diversity committee with list of holidays, checklist 

to follow, to make things easier for instructors and students. 

Approve minutes from January 

ER- move to approve 

JH second. 

Sam Jones was the “?” . She will email Lainie with the passages that she said in the previous minutes. 



Item a. Calls for 3-day windows. 

DW- recently had some more complicated departmental calls. 

BD- motion 

MM- approved. 

Carries 

- B. List of delegate assembly 

We still have six slots.  

 

c. Hold FA elections in March. 

DW- I reached out to other campuses and only other campus was Winona and only because that’s the 

way they’ve always done it. Other campuses all agree it’s easier in March. Asking to violate the 

constitution. 

BD-point of privilege, I don’t think this body has the authority to violate the constitution, we can motion 

to amend. 

JH- are you asking that you propose a motion to change the operating procedures? 

DW- I am proposing that this cycle you change the dates for the election. 

DW- the problem is the sticking point of the BSUFA meeting being in April, and we want to have the 

election prior to that. 

HH- who amends the constitution is the senate doesn’t? 

DW- we are going to get to that? 

JM- is there anyone downstate who can advise? 

DW- yes, we can 

BD- a two thirds vote can amend the constitution  

DW- I don’t know that the rules committee is ready to go down that road yet.  

DW- so just status quo this year? 

d. reminder that resolutions are due 

e. reminder that IFO election president election is coming up. 

f. will be getting IFO ratification soon. Look for that. 

g. full year schedules.  



RA- I think sociology may eventually have a problem, we never have enough people, and our searches 

always get pulled. I don’t know that we have people to staff classes. 

DW- if you submit a schedule with dates and times and they don’t have anyone to staff it, it makes them 

look really bad. 

BD- would our surrender of flexibility in scheduling, be met with administration flexibility in scheduling, 

i.e. their authority to cancel classes? 

DW- I image that would be a chair/dean discussion 

CK- we are one of those depts. As have the schedule one semester out, because we have so many 

adjuncts. We have most adjuncts across campus. Especially for those classes that we only offer every 

other year, this information becomes extremely important. Our students have minors all over the place, 

and it’s tough to help them with their scheduling if it’s all over the place.  

DW- you’re in favour of it? 

CK- def. I don’t know if it has to be a whole year out, but def. a semester 

DW- if anyone has any comments or concerns, bring them back and we can take to M&C 

KP- the further out you make the schedule, the more chance there is to change? 

DW- it puts the dean in a tight spot. If the class is out there, it has to be covered. 

 

?- we were told that the tentative classes were really creating issues for the scheduling. 

SJ- is this not so much as a request, as prepare for this coming 

HH- this is everything, times, rooms everything 

DW- yes. 

ER- the ability of office staff to actually do this. Our front office staff is swamped, that they brought up. 

DW- yes, they’ll have to figure that out if they want this 

Treasurer:  

DW- we didn’t have a winter party. You may have noticed catering is slightly different, experimenting 

and saving some money. 

Contract-  

MM- all of the text/language changes. The summarized economic changes are up there. You can read it 

up there, vote on the 9th. 

 

DW- DA assembly resolutions are coming up to this body. 

Grievance reports- if you aren’t hearing this in senate, then it just means that there aren’t any in play. 



MM there’s the adjunct one 

DW- yes, apart from that, nothing recent in months. 

DW- curriculum report IV 

DW- the curriculum committee recommends approval, which doesn’t need a second 

CK- there were some minor grad components in biology. We recommend for approval GRAD COMM 

HH- teacher Ed approved as well. 

DW- the motion is on there to approve 

 

Motion carries 

Resolutions for DA 

DW- when we bring our motions to DA, as endorsed by senate, it carries a lot more weight. 

First one- the “plus one” option. Right now you get health care as individual or a family. This is 

considering another option- individual, plus one, and family. One of the groups who this would retire, is 

someone close to retiring as they are often the individual plus one 

BD- I am expecting to such a household. I’m also approaching retirement, I oppose this proposal 

because in making insurance cheaper for plus one households, it would inevitably make it more 

expensive for plus one plus households. We should be shifting money from households that have more 

than one independent, to those that have just one. 

JH- I would agree, and that was part of my original proposal. In the past there was something that was 

plus however many dependents you had, and it was rejected. In my original proposal, I made it very 

clear that it was not to affect costs in other groups. 

MM- that’s not the way these contracts are costed. If this get ratified, then mnscu is going to cost this 

“as something”, if we get 25 million, and this is cost at 1 million, then that is 1 million we don’t get for 

something else. Even if we get that, it’s not going to take away benefits from other people, but it will 

cost that we will pay for and not get in other language. Every resolution has a monetary value, so don’t 

think of it that way (as taking away benefits) 

DW did you want to take action as a body? 

MM- I move to endorse 

ER- second 

SJ- does the plus one have to be a married partner? 

MM- we had this whole discussion about how to recognise household and have it be consistent 

throughout the entire contract, and we don’t have this for health insurance yet you do have to be 

married for tis to be a benefit. 



HH- there was someone in our dept. who said they support this. Just to let you know there is support. 

Motion carries 

One abstention 

2. Limitation 

DW- the exec didn’t take a position on this one.  

MM- this goes against everything the negotiating team stands for- as a general principal, we argue for 

more money for less work, to simplify it. There’s no way I could support this unless we increase the 

amount of overload pay by 1,000. It’s completely contrary to our mission as a negotiating team. 

BJ- I feel obliged to support it because we put it forward. Effectively, our dept. is limited to one class, if 

we increased credits, it would open it up to two classes. 

DW- I’m imagining 5 was picked for a reason? 

MM- so you don’t have two classes. This is a policy that mnscu would want us to do, and we shouldn’t 

be asking for it 

CK- would this policy hinder us from hiring people? We argue we need more people because we can’t 

meet the teaching needs, 

BJ- I agree in theory, but in practice, it might put us in jeopardy for accreditation? 

HH- that’s a problem for the dean to fix 

Dennis Lunt- I appreciate the reasoning, but if we open this door, it will make life harder in other parts 

of the university. It shifts weight in really tough ways in other depts. 

JM- if you offer enough money, you will bring qualified people in. if they made the wage more equitable, 

more qualified people might apply. 

BJ- most of our qualified accountancy adjuncts prepare taxes in the spring and aren’t available 

Sara tarutis- if they made more money here, they’d be able to teach and not worry about the taxes 

MM- I can’t negotiate both an increase in workload and decrease in workload. I appreciate everything 

you say, but if you need more faculty, that’s the dean’s fault. Pay them more money it’s not a problem 

we have to solve 

ST- isn’t there a limit of 5 credits? 

DW- the language is “normally five credits”. 

ST- Then accounting needs to do that too 

DW- currently there is no motion on the floor. 

BJ- I move to accept my resolution 

Joann Frederickson second 



KM- as a clarification, if this is no vote, then this can still go forward to delegate assembly.  

Motion failed 

One abstention 

Incumbent 

MM- under the current contact, “incumbent” is not well-defined. Ideally I would like every fixed term be 

considered as prior consideration. It’s just a procedural thing, you don’t have to hire them. It needs a 

little more clarity to prevent grievances, and it’s for clarity purposes. 

MM I move to approve the resolution 

ER- second 

BD- my current experience on search committee is that #1 is untrue. We applied the definition of 

incumbent more broadly, and no-one gave us any crap about it. 

MM- that’s the problem, as it’s not how HR is interpreting this, as of last week 

RA- if the person is hired as an emergency hire, would the person be considered 

MM- no 

RA- is this something the deans are using to get around prior consideration 

Dw- I don’t know 

RA- if a person has been here for 2 semesters, should they get prior consideration 

MM- no, that’s different 

BD- current contract language does explicitly excel emergency hires from prior considerations 

TB- we were told that if someone was part of national search, then it could be considered as incumbent  

MM- this is why we need language 

TB- because I’ve been on another search committee where the dean refused to acknowledge 

JF- can you explain #4 

MM- I just wanted to make it as broad as possible. Can you see where that fits in for context? 

DW- math sired someone in maths, but then the job opens up in economics, and it’s the right skill set, 

they can be considered prior consideration 

JF- can you describe what #3 means? 

MM- I had a little bit longer resolution that we chipped off. Ideally I wanted it considered for everybody, 

sometimes we have adjuncts who have been here forever and you’d be totally have them on tenure 

track. But we ended up shortening the resolution a little bit 

JF- so what does it mean? Cumulative service 



MM- meaning to think about if you had an appointment, maybe a fixed term that’s 50% or more, have 

broad parameters on how to define the incumbent. 

Motion carries 

Employee research group survey 

DW- this was brought to us at M&C.  

MM- they weren’t going to take to senate, just going to do it 

DW- these are resources that are being created for our employees, so this helps deb get information on 

interest, or a group they might not be thinking of, there’s a spot for that. You don’t have to do anything, 

you can give feedback to mike, or nothing 

Final version of diversity certificate 

DW- deb did get some feedback, tweaked slightly 

BD- who determines what does and doesn’t qualify? 

DW- deb 

? Didn’t we just hire someone? 

DW- that was for students 

LH- reads M&C minutes 9insert) 

 

DW- would anyone like to extend the meeting? 

JH- can you do it in five minutes 

DL- second 

Motion carries 

DW- any other feedback on the diversity certificate? 

 

Ratification and amendment of constitution 

DW- elections, cleaning up language of when terms start and end …duty days. I’m putting this out there 

so that you start looking, this process takes a lot of time. The other thing is that our constitution is so old 

that we have to do things b snail mail 

JH- it doesn’t specify us mail 

DW- I take it as email, but just wanted to make sure 

JH- can this all be done at once? 



DW- yes, all be done in March, this body take action 

PD- why operating procedure and not by-laws 

KM- downstate advised 

DW- is there a motion to adjourn 

JH- I so move 

Miriam- second 

Adjourn 5.21 

 

 

 

 

 

 


